Term One in Pre Primary
Literacy

We have been working every day on learning our
alphabet and hearing the sounds in words. We
can blend sounds together to make words,
and can pull words apart into their separate
sounds. We are exploring a different book each
week. We retell the story through sequencing
activities, share our thoughts about the book
through drawings and discussion, and love acting
them out. Our favourites are “The Gruffalo” and
“We’re Going on a Bear Hunt”.
Mathematics

We have been using our Interactive Whiteboard
to help us with our counting, subitising and 1-1
correspondence. There are so many fun games to
play! We set up a shop in our classroom and
enjoyed role playing shop keeper and customer.
Religious Education

We have been learning about how Jesus showed
love for others and how we can walk in his
footsteps. We have learnt many fun songs and
prayers.
HASS

In HASS we are discussing the places people live in
and belong to and the familiar features in the
local area. We had fun looking up our school on
Google Earth. We look forward to going on a
walk through our community very soon to find
out what services Dardanup provides.
Health and Physical Education

We have started each day with a session of PMP.
Thank you to all the Mums and Dads who have
come throughout the term to help us develop our
body management skills. We are learning about
feelings and how we can tell how another person
is feeling. We have read lots of stories to help us
understand our feelings and the feelings of others.
Digital Technologies

We have been learning how we can be
responsible digital citizens. We have been
using Beebots and Ipads during integrated
learning times throughout the day.
What an awesome start to the year we have had!
We have adjusted so well to Pre-Primary.
Mrs Thompson, Mrs Sabatino and Mrs Brady are so proud of all of us.

